-2SPOHRIS FOURTH SYMPHONY:

A

REQUIEM FOR GERMANY?

by Keith

Warsop

a synphony can be related to its coltrposer's known or
feelings as expressed 1n letters or diaries of the tine ordeduced
in
comments directly about the work conmentators are often able to build
an exEensive exegisis which can go a long way in making the Eusic
"understandable" to listeners. wiere the symphony has an avowed proSramme, however' concentrati-on on this external feature can sometimes
hamper
of the music. But where such progranmes have been
posited-understanding
as a ttf ronttt for or an externalisation of ihe-composerrs
deeper or subconscious motivation for the work, then again a
sympathetic bridge is built for appreciation.
Prime exampLes of composers who come into this category are Tchaikovsky,
MahLer and shostakovich. rn the case of rchaikovsky, ii i, true, his
music had Little difficulry 1n achieving popularity with the broader
public but was often snif f i.1y dismissed by the
nusical
establishment. rn Mahlerts case the syrnphonies struggled
""rior"
to make headway except with a dedicaLed core of enthusiasts. Shoitakovich falls
j-n between - some of his symphonies were imnediate successes and
recognised as important works while others suffered the same criticisms
as Mahler's. rn the case of al1 three conposers, i-nterpretation
based
on a supposed internal motivation has made their synphonies acceptable
and popuLar, as well as critically respectable.
This is quite a modern way of penetrating a composer's wor1d. Earlier
examples were often romanticall"y fancifui and commentators freouenllu l.c1*J
much authentic material on which to base their interpretations, uut'
such works as Mozartis G minor (K.550), the Beethoven cyc1e, schubertrs
"unfinished" and the symphonies of Scirunann and Brahms were arl put
under -the microscope. There is no doubt that such treatment helpld
considerably in the rise of these works to popularity, alongsiile, of
course, the intrinsic merits of the music itself.
How do these points relate to spohr, a composer whose innermost. thoughts
and feelings have never been considered much in analyses of his musii?
The Fourth symphony, 'rDie i.treihe der Tune, (The consecration of sound)
offers an ideal model for such interpretation,
l,Ihen spohr wrote to hi.s friend, the Lei.pzig music critic Rochlitz, in
the summer of 1828 and expressed the happiness and satisfaction he felt
in his presenE situation as Music Director in (asse1, along with the
contentment of his family life, he could hardLy have foreseen that
Uithin four years everything would have taken a bitter turn. By the
sunmer of 1832 Spohr had suffered a series of hammer blows in Loth his
personal and professional 1i-f e. The death of his beloved younger
brother, Ferdinand, in 1831 followed by that of his close friend,
Librett.ist and fel1ow Liberal, Carl pfeiffer, at the age of 2g, an<l
the worries over the declining health of his wife, Dorette, r{,ere
counterpointed by the situation in Kassel caused by the outbreak of
revol-ution in 1830 and the reaction against it. Apart from the blows
to Spohrrs Liberal sympathies and his hopes of
a united,
"""j-rrg sphere of his
democratic Germany, evenLs also affected the artisti;
life as the opera house orchestra was disbanded and the performance
of opera suspended.
A11 in aJ.1, the future nust have looked bleak for Spohr during his
summer holidays in 1832 as he and his wife r+ere taking the cure at
the. spa town of
|lenndlrf -. while there he browsetl through a neu volurne
When
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-3of poems
by his late friend carl Pfeiffer and .uas particuLarly struck
by- rtThe Consecration of Sound". The poem, with its imagery of the
relationship between sound and 1ife, inspired spohr wlin lne idea of.
setting it as a canEata in memory of pfelffer but he soon becarne
possessed by the challenge of using it as the basis for a large-scale
orchestral- work. An ear_1ier suggestion fron Rochlitz, that a symphony
might be written using "infrequently or never-used forns" for the
movements coalesced with the imagery of the poern. rn tackling the
work it was possibre to forn nusical movements based on certain verses
of the poem; these verses themseLves gave the clue for the formal
treatment. The lines about the arny marching to Lrar providecl the
opportunity for a march novement and therefore descriptive of the
poem but also an rrinfrequently used" form in symphoniLs. This leads
on to a ithanksgiving for vi-ctory" and here Spoir'uses an o1d chorale.
But a more conventional romantic conposer surely would have juggled
with
the verses of the poem in order to conclude the synphony
with the ttthanksgiving for victory" chorale and a triumphant finale.
Spohr,- however, ends with the funeral music and ,'consolition through
tearsrt which brings the symphony to a peaceful" if resigned conclusion.
Is not the work, then, a Requiem for pfeiffer and Spohirs now lost
world of happiness, and, as the two men were Liberals, also a German
Requien for the Liberal democracy which was not to be? rf this is the
real motivation behind Spohrrs symphony, it shouLd nor,r be possible to
interpret the work convincingly on this basis.
THE FIRST

MOVEMENT:

Fron the silent void, we reach the sound of life itself interwoven
vith it.s perfect exempli.fication through naLure - the birdsong, the
gentLe breezes, the wandering stream. Thls is alnost the Garden of
Eden - everything is in equilibrium, an ideal sLate of things. Then
the storm breaks out, threatening this Eden, smashi.ng the slunds of
life itself into fragnents. But the storm 1s a thing of nature too
and so it subsides, allowing the recapitulati.on to f,e fairly Lit.eraL,
bringing back the equilibrium, thus re-emphasising the ideai state of
things which the symphony faiLs to achieve again, the rideall for
Germany which has been lost and the "best time, ior Spohr himsel-f
which can never be regained. Ilints of the storm close the novement to
show what upsets might lie ahead.
THE SECOND MOVEMENT:

Here Spohr treaEs the sounds associated wiEh the Iu11aby, the d.ance
and the lover's serenade. Musically, the high point of ihe movemenE
is the appearance of all three sections simultaneously - technically,
as has been pointed out, similar to the Dance scene in Mozarlrs
Giovanni". From the point of view of the programme, uhat is the "Don'
significance of this coming together? rs it just a piece of compositiona1 ski11, there for iEs own sake, or is there a deeper motivation
behind it? rf the first movement has shown an ideal state which has
now vanished over the horizon, perhaps here we have an attempt Lo turD
oners back on the wider world a"droot to onets own immediate domestic
and social interests in an effort to avoid squaring up to the realities.
The juxtaposit.ion of the three elements then shows thit such spheres
have thei-r limitations - we admire the composerts ski11 but a heartfelt
synthesis is never achieved. After Lhe sections have been brought together by intellectual prowess they then perforce go their separate
ways again. Furthermore, the attempt to ignore reality and Liv'e in a
self-enclosed world is fraught lrith peri1. The safe haven of the home
and society is under threat from what now foLlows,
THE THIRD MOVEMENT:

A fanfare bl-asts out a call to arms as war breaks i.n on the self-contained
worl'd of .the second movement. To a jaunty march tune an arny marches

-4into battle. At this point Spohr introduces an elernent not in Pfeiffer's
poem, 'lanxi.ous feelings of those left at home". Fron the nusj.cal angJ-e,
this brings a coDtrasting secti,on while programnatically it shows that
behind the glamour of war lies the drab reality. Surel-y the sections
juxtaposing the sounds of battle and the "anxious feelings'r shor,, that
military glory is not the answer. But the return ofrrthanksgi-ving
the victorious
army nomentarlLy sweeps aside these doubts as the
for
victory'r begins. Al,l- seems !o end in triumph - but Spohr withholds a
clinching, ilinactic statenent of the choril-e that would pin the
Symphony unhesitat.ingly to this view of Iife. A lingering doubt remains
and Spohr does not end his work at this point
THE FOURTH

MOVEMENT:

Funeral- nusic starts up with drun rolls and sighs fron the wind
instruments. A gravely beautifuL chorale on ce11os with a halting
pizzi-cato accompaniment shows what a disLance we have traveLl,ed from

the Edenesque world of the first movemenE. A distance natched in
Spohrrs own l1fe between the world of 1828 and that of 1832 as welL
reality of
as that between the hopeil-f or New Gerrnany and the hopeless
1832. Now comes a resigned acceptance of things - the irconsolation
through tears'i section of the finale brings with it peace but it is
the peace of exhaustion. Life, Spohr seems to have accepted, nust go
on but the good times, the best times, can never be brought back.
SUMMARY:

The symphony sets out from a poinE where the sounds of life and nature
create an ideal equilibrium. 0nce this state has been lost, we have
to cgme to terms with what renains and this the symphony does. This
pattern perfectly natches the hopes and disappointments of German
Liberalism as well as Spohr's own persona!, situation, adequately attested
in surviving letters and other documents. The question renains as to
whether the nusical naterial is strong enough to make such an interpretation convincing. The fact that the symphony nade such a big
impression originally and renained in the repertoire for so many
years, as well as being considered Spohr's orchestral masterPiece'
must argue in its favour. Ultinately each listener must draw his own

conclusions.
AFTERMATH:

If we accept Spohr's deeper motivation for the work as deduced liere,
then surely we can expect this to surface again in other areas of his
life at this tine? Take his remarriage to Marianne Pfeiffer in 1836
and his statenent in The Autobiography that "l now lived again in my
forner and accustomed domestic manner and felt unspeakably happy with
my wif etr. This has been put forward as the rather self-satisfied
comment of a rnan who lacked deeper ernotional feeling. Perhaps it should
raLher be regarded as the offhand summary of events by one who did nqt
desire to reveal these deeper feelings in what is basically a straightforward record of the outward events of his 1ife. The remarriage can
also be thought of as an attempt to regain the lost Eden of the haPpy
times with Dorette. The fact that the new Frau Spohr was a younger
sister of Carl Pfeiffer adds force to this supposition' But although
Spohr and Marianne seen to have been an happy enough coupLe Lhere were
further family bereavements aod blor.rs to Spohrrs LiberaL beliefs an<l there was.to be no return Eo Eden; the Prince of Hesse-Kassel saw
to that as dirt the further setbacks to democracy following the briefly
revived hopes of 1848 .
Other works of Spohr from the 1830s can also yield up variations on
the int.erpretation offered here for the Fourth Symphony. By 1839 when
Spohr wrote his Sixth Symphony "The I{istoricalrr, his distaste for the

-5present 'state of things had deepened. We know the external motivation
for the symphony - historicaL concerts were in vogue and Spohr was
involved io them, but beyond telling us that Spohr tried to write in
the style of different conposers, conmentators have failed to provide
a cohesive rationale for the work. A possible i.nterpretation is that
first movement (Bach-Handel) r,rith its chunks of pseudo-Bach (the
the
t?Ptotestant
counterpointtt of Sir Thomas Beechamts well-kno\.rn quip)
exemplifies the strong moral basis of Spohr's attitude Eo life and
art. In the second
novement (Ilaydn-Mozart) r{e may suppose that Spohr
has found his rrideal stater'. The model of the slow movemenLs of
Mozart's 38th and 39th symphonies are too close to be coincidental.
This was also the peri.od of the "Liberal't Austrian Emperor Joseph II
when the Freemasons were allowed to fLourish. Mozart was Spohr's lifelong i.doL; Spohr, like llozart, was a Freemason, and, looking back from
Metternichrs Europe of 1839, the 1780s in Vienna must indeed have
seened an Edenesque period. If the first novement lays the moral base
for the I'idea1 sLate" of the second, the scherzo moves into the Age
of Beethoven. Critics have often noted that there is 1iLtle that is
Beethoven-1ike in the proceedings of thi.s scherzo, but here the
inspiraEion is surely not Beethoven's music buE the idea of Beethoven
as Hero. The three timpani r,rith their three-pitch motif reca11 an age
when people fought for their belj-ef s and German patriotisn ran high
as Napoleon's yoke was thrown off. Now, at Iast, the finale can make
sense., For Metternichrs Europe and the petty tyrants Spohr so abhorred
(like his own princely employer) could only be exenplified by the
bombastic, trivial and banal type of nusj-c fashionable at the period
whj-ch he also stood out against. His own description of this finale
as "persifJ-age" also fits this conLext. If this was lndeed Spohrts
j-nner motivation, then the title of the symphony becomes "Historical."
in a nore neaningful way.
Such inner notivation, once conceptualised, can be seen working in
other important Spohr compositions of the period. Peter Skrine has
shown how the oratorio "The Fall of Babylon" of 1840 brings to the
fore once again Spohr's hatred of tyrant.s (1), vhile the "Garden of
Edenrr motj.f appears in the aria "0 Zion, how brighE are the hopes that
attend theeI at the words I'The wilderness now sha]-1, its verdure resume,
the desert rejoicing, with roses shalL bl,oorn". In this oratorio the
Libretto allows the tyrant to be overthrown and the end to be triumphant. In the Fifth
Symphony (1837), the s1or,, introduction contains the
seeds of the rrideal staterr which fLowers into the expansive and
beautiful melody in the centre of the first movement. The stability
of this, however, is undermined by fragmenEs from the stormy flrst

subject which eventually hurtle the nusic back into the recapitulation,
Significantly,
the big tune does not reappear and the murac charges
on to a rather unsettled conclusion. The nagnificent slow movement
gravely searches for a resoLution but despite building up to an
iropressive climax, delicate horn ca11s leave the quest unfu1fi11ed.
The stamping scherzo and mellifluous trio offer a bucolic and idyllic
interlude but the finaLe, a conEnpuntal fantasia, drives relentlessly
on, as if accepting life as it is, rather than an ideal state of things.
The second subject turns ouE to be the first movement's big tune but
now caught up and carried along in the drive of the finale - once
again the rrbest timesrt are not recaptured. A different pattern is
i.mposed on the Seventh Synphony "The Earthly and Divine i-n Human Lif er'.
Here the "1,/or1d of Childhoodr opening Eovement
offers the Edenesque
t'Age
of the Passions"
stage which is lost in the second novementts
r,rith its headlong inpet.uosi-ty contrasted with military narch rhythms.
However, in the finale, "FLna1 Triumph of the Divinerr, Spohr envisages
a return to an ideal state achieved through adherence to high spiri!ua1,
vaLues. Having achieved this 1eve1 of resoluEion, the rrl,ost Eden"
pattern dlsappears from Spohrrs music. Declining powers, revived
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briefly durlng the inspiring progress of the 1848 rdvolutions, noved
hin touards more retrospectj-ve compositions, perhaps in a desire to
repeat the triurDphs of earlier days.
CONCLUSION:

Interpretations of a conposerrs inner motivations can never be proved
as necessariLy true to fact. What they have to do is to convince the
l,.lstener that they are true to the music. If they prove to be so, then
they of f er a bridge across rrrhich the nusic ttrnakes senset'. The rrf actsri
in the dj.sputed nemoirs of Shostakovich are sti1l being argued over,
yet interpretations based on them make sense of the music as heard,
promoting a number of his previously disparaged works to rrhat now
appear as major statenents and a coherent part of his overalL oeuvre.
The contention here is that our interpretation of "The Consecration
of Soundri and the decade following it also makes sense in t.his way,
even though 'rve cannot prove (despite the references in letters,
diaries and anecdotes, as well as Spohrrs personaL situation) whether
the conposer?s intentions uere strictly along these 1ines. Verification
of this thesis now lies between the listener and the nusic.
NO?ES:

(1)

English Nightmares and Gernan Aspirat.ions. The Background to
Spohr's "FaLL of Babylon'r. (Spohr Journal 13 - Sumner 1986 pp 2-5.)
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HANS GLENEWINKEL AND THE POSTHUMOUS QUARTETS

by Celia

Skr i ne

The rnost valuable contribution to our knowledge about Spohrrs chanber
music is sti11 the doctoral thesis written in Gernan by Hans Glenewinkeland irubl-ished i.n 1912 (see Keith Warsoprs article in Spohr Journal. 16,
Sumner 1989 pp 30-31).. A practising nusician himself, he discusses
each work in turn, offering an introduction, a thematic analysis of
each movenent, and an overall evaluaEion of the work in question. His
approach i.s a mixture of academic musical analysis, which ls sound
enough, and value judgmenEs which tend to be sonewhat subjective.
They may also be sound, but inevitably - after nearly 80 years - need
to be either corroborated or contraalicted by a more up-to-date
assessment.'.
fn Paul Katowrs recent monograph on rrSpohr: the man and his workstt
(I"uxembourg, 1983), ue are told (p.106) that the four quarters Op.132,
1'41 , 146 and 152 all betrayed the decLine of Spohr's cieati.ve powers;
and the tlro posthunous quartets are assumed to be of no interest and
dismj,ssed with hardly a word. So it is sti1l to Glenewinkel that we
must turn for a nuch nore valuable and lnformative investigation.

GLenewinkel's approach is to exanine each guartet, movement by movement.
The posthunous ones are discussed both together and separately, and
l
are usefuLly introduced by a quotation from the end of the autobj.ography
(the part which was added by the conposerrs heirs to round off Spohr's
l
own account) which gives the background to why Spohr decided to return
quartet
genre
to the string
aE the end of his creative 1ife, and al-so
explains, actually nore clearly than Glenewinkel in hls paraphrase,
why and when the conposer decided not to publish his last few works.

Spohrrs last successful conposition was Ehe set of six songs for
baritone, violin and piano, Op.154, commissioned by the nusical

